
Welcomes you to the 10th Mindful Teaching 

Transformation Follow-up Session on the Teacher 

Acronym:  

H – Unity of Head, Heart, & Hands 
May 17, 2020  
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• Opening Ceremony  

• Forbearance Prayer 

• Sharing on last month’s   

    experiences of  Culture 

• Lesson Topic: Unity of Head, Heart,               

& Hands  

• Next session: June 21, 2020 

• Facilitator for next session: Dr. Shala 

Deleppo Siew  

• Closing 

 

Agenda 
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Lighting the 

Candle Prayer: 

 
As we light this 

flame, we light the 

flames of Love, 

Peace, Truth, 

Right Conduct, 

and Non-violence 

that lie within us 

all. 
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Let us have forbearance towards each other 

Let us rejoice together 

Let us all strive together 

Let us live and move in harmony 

Let us grow together 

Let us cherish the wisdom that we have acquired 

Let us live in complete harmony without misunderstanding 

May all beings in the world be happy  

Namaste, we honor  the goodness in each other. 

Forbearance Prayer 
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Teacher Acronym: 

T- Transformation 

E- Exemplar 

A- Awareness of 

Oneness 

C- Culture 

H- Unity of Head, Heart 

& Hands  
E- Environment 

R- Religion 
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Sharing from our last session on Culture 

… Relevance for the 

culture in which the 

students are living … 
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Value Based Education approach and the Role of Unity of 

Head, Heart, and Hands 

• As the head, heart and hands work in 

unison and contribute to enhance 

coherence, this vibrational and dynamic 

presence, with its respective interactions, 

will leave lasting impressions in students. 

   

• Those who are committed to go through a 

transformational process will serve as 

models for the emulation of human values. 
pexels-photo-226618 
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Value Based Education approach and the Role of Unity of Head, 

Heart, and Hands 

For teachers to be role models  

in support of our future leaders,              

it is essential that they be united  

in head, heart and hands. 

 

   

How can we accomplish this? 

 

Have I given thought of how I 
have been a role model? 
 

Photograph Pixel 
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Value Based Education approach and the Role of Unity of 

Head, Heart, and Hands 

In this world dominated by mind, we 

must come back to balance and 

harmony and regard the heart as that 

essential and necessary part to bring 

equilibrium, inner wisdom, guidance and 

imbedded universal values –love, peace, 

truth, right conduct, and non-violence.   

 

Follow the Master, the heart resembles 

the Master.  

-Guru Vikas- Book 6, pg 30 

-HeartMath Research Projects in 2010 



 

It is important to unite the Head, 

Heart and Hands because  when 

humans develop the oneness 

within, through their personal 

growth, the result will be peace 

and equanimity and physical, 

mental, emotional and spiritual 

wellbeing. 
HeartMath Institute: Connecting with the 
Intuitive Guidance of the Heart, Deborah 
Rozman 21:23 Min 

 https://youtu.be/apK8h1B9UbQ 
 
 

Deborah Rozman is founding executive 
director of HeartMath Institute and a 
key spokesperson for HeartMath and 
the HeartMath System around the 
world. 

https://youtu.be/apK8h1B9UbQ
https://youtu.be/apK8h1B9UbQ


A thought is like a seed and the  

mind is like fertile soil. As fertile  

soil will provide everything that  

the seed needs to grow and    

bear fruit, so too will the mind  

provide all that the thought  

needs to flourish, regardless  

of what kind of thought it may  

be, good or bad, it will reap its fruit.  

Head – Where it all starts  
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• Good thoughts cultivate                   
good actions,                                                  

good actions cultivate                         
good habits,                                                     

& good habits cultivate                        
good character. 

 
• If focused attention and care                    

is given to the types of                        
thoughts we cultivate,                                

we will have excellent results.  
 

-Pinterest images 



The Heart – An Agent of Transformation 

The heart can be a powerful 

agent for emotional 

transformation. This research 

provides hope for people with 

depression, anxiety, and other 

stress-related disorders.  

• Scientists discovered only recently 

a connection between the physical 

and feeling heart.                   

• Research at HeartMath Institute 

shows: someone feeling positive 

emotions like compassion or 

appreciation has smooth, balanced 

heart rhythms.   

• In contrast, someone feeling 

negative emotions such as anger 

and anxiety display more erratic                

& unbalanced rhythms. 



Hands – The instrument that delivers sweet melody 

 
The hands represent the  

body, they have to be apt  

& ready to deliver in       

agreement to the head          

& the heart.  

If the head fails to follow the  

directions of the heart, the  

results may not be desirable  

ones. 
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 “…that when they (H-H-H) work together, they can align us with the 

all-powerful current of cosmic order that determines when every leaf 

shall fall. Head signifies our thinking process, including our memory 

and discriminative ability. Heart stands for our conscience, often 

referred to as our inner voice, moral compass, the voice of God, or 

intuition. Hands represent what we say and do. The higher teachings 

all say that it is the heart that knows the way… We can see them as 

tools that can be implemented in the self-transformation process.”

          -Drs. Ron & Suwanti Farmer   
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Could we develop an action plan 
with these tools?   
                                                
What could we include?  
 



“Heart guides the head which  

guides the hands. Heart full  

of compassion guides the  

head to help society, & that  

head guides the hands to  

help, this will produce  

human excellence.  

One that lives life through  

the heart is a life                                                                      

worth living.”  
-Sri Sathya Sai Baba 
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Unity 
“The Spiritual Heart - is in a way a little like a 

smart phone, invisibly connecting us to a large 

network of information. It is through an unseen 

energy  that the heart emits that humans are 

profoundly connected to all living things. The 

energy of the heart literally links us to each 

other. Every  person's heart contributes to a 

‘collective field environment.’” 

This short video explains the importance of this 

connection and how we each add to this 

collective energy field. 
HeartMath Institute                                                  7:19min.                  

The Heart's Intuitive Intelligence: A path to personal, 

social and global coherence.  

Image: HeartMath Institute     https://youtu.be/QdneZ4fIIHE 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaXgjQS1slQeDaRJw2x_MIg
https://youtu.be/QdneZ4fIIHE
https://youtu.be/QdneZ4fIIHE


“Only in a constant state of mindfulness will we be able to ensure that 

there is unity in Head, Heart, and Hands. The effect on our students, 

and all those who connect with us, will be nurturing, uplifting and 

liberating if what we say, do and feel are all in harmony, arising from a 

pure, open and joyful heart.”  

 
–Ron & Suwanti Farmer, Handbook for Teachers in Human Values Education pg. 210 
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Available data indicate that some of   these 

training regimes, even those as short as two 

weeks, can induce measurable changes in the 

brain. These findings highlight the view that 

happiness & well-being are best regarded as 

skills that can be enhanced through training… 

  
-World Happiness Report 2015 

Chapter 5. NEUROSCIENCE OF HAPPINESS. RICHARD J. DAVIDSON AND 

BRIANNA S. SCHUYLER  Pg. 101. 

 

…Training programs are now being developed to cultivate 

mindfulness, kindness, generosity etc.   



Guided Imagination 



If you are tired,                

learn how to rest, 

instead of giving up. 

 

“I rest in the Divine, I 

rest in the silence of 

my mind, and I dwell 

within my                  

peaceful heart.” 
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